21 November, 2019

Paris Agreement: Opportunity
for Climate Markets

Climate markets can mobilize resources for climate action

$250 bn

Article 6 can bring market efficiencies
which can halve the global cost of
implementing NDCs to US$250 billion per
year in 2030, or increase the amount of
emissions removed by 5 GtCO2/year

US$1 of public money invested in the CDM
results in, on average, US$10 in private
sector investment. The average amount
that can be leveraged through CDM varied
by region.
Source: UNFCCC Factsheet, 2015
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Many countries intend to use carbon pricing for
meeting their NDCs
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Markets under the Paris Agreement – Different from Kyoto
Under the Paris Agreement, both developed and developing countries declare voluntary targets
in the form of NDCs.
Kyoto Protocol
Role of
markets

Paris Agreement

Reduce cost and raise additional capital towards mitigation activities

Compliance

CDM and JI had different regulators,
but overall management by CMP

Bilateral or plurilateral for 6.2 and
under the authority of the COP for 6.4

Participants

Annex I countries were buyers

Every country could be a buyer, a
seller, or both

Evolved on an ad-hoc basis

More deliberate effort due to increased
awareness, experience with CDM

Criteria
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Article 6 of the Paris Agreement provides for voluntary
cooperation among countries
Under Paris, Article 6 is the opening for developing markets – however, guidance and
rules are still under negotiation by Parties
Article 6.2
Objectives

Article 6.4

Using cooperative approaches to enhance mitigation ambition under NDCs

Governance

Under bilateral or plurilateral
governance

Under the authority and supervision of
the COP

Asset

Introduces “mitigation outcomes”
(MOs) which can be produced from
any mechanism/procedure/protocol

“a mechanism to contribute to the
mitigation of GHG and support
sustainable development”
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The MDBs are working to enhance global ambition
through climate markets
$40b
climate
cobenefits

$10b
adaptation
co-benefits
$30b
mitigation
co-benefits

$140b Total
MDB
commitment
per year

Creation of mitigation outcomes

Climate Warehouse Infrastructure
(e.g., GCF, CIFs,
GEF)

$

Climate finance

Analytical
services
and
products

Carbon assets purchased by carbon funds (e.g.,
TCAF, Ci-Dev), sovereigns or the private sector
Choice of instrument depends on the type of program, location in LDCs or
middle-income countries, and other regulatory aspects

*MDB WG on Article 6 functional since 2018
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The Climate Warehouse program focuses on learning by
doing

Creating MOs

Warehousing MOs

Trading MOs

Generate supply of MOs
from the Bank’s lending
operations

Design globallyconnected infrastructure
that enables
standardized
assessment and tracking
information of MOs

Facilitate demand and
transactions of MOs
through the design of
financial instruments
and products

Create enabling environment, inform development of regulatory framework,
and develop common and efficient market infrastructure and associated
governance arrangements
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Piloting Climate Markets
Climate Warehouse

Under Kyoto Protocol, the UNFCCC administers a
centralized registry
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Climate Warehouse
1

2

Country and
Institutional
Databases
Reflect pipeline of
potential projects

Country or
Institutional
Registries
Include issued MOs

Emission reductions
from identified projects
across countries are
quantified, MRV’d, and
independently
assessed.
Emission reductions
are issued in a
specified country or
institutional registry and
may subsequently
move to a different
registry.

1) Establishes a peer-to-peer communication
protocol to connect decentralized systems and
mirror public information from existing connected
registries;
2) Offers a user interface to allow users to filter
MOs by features (e.g., location, scale, tCO2e,
etc.); and

Wind
project in
Country A

Energy
efficiency
project in
Country C

Solar PV
project in
Country B

Country A Registry

Country B Registry

Country C

Registry 1
(e.g., Chile Ministry
of Energy Registry)

Registry 2
(e.g., National
Registry Country B)

Registry 3
(e.g., Verra Registry)
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Warehouse Meta-Registry
Connects systems to reflect information on all MOs

3) Records status changes of MOs (e.g., issuance,
use, retirement, transfer).
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Meta-Registry: Opportunities for Blockchain Technology
• In 2018, the World Bank published “Blockchain and emerging digital
technologies for enhancing post-2020 climate markets.”
• World Bank’s Technology & Innovation Lab also prototyped a meta-registry
using blockchain technology to connect heterogeneous systems.
• The prototype and viability report indicate a promising application of this
emerging technology to address key concerns in decentralized climate
markets. The advantages of blockchain over other options are as follows:
• Blockchain provides capabilities to increase transparency and trustworthiness of data
recording, reducing the risk of double counting.

• The decentralized and immutable nature of a blockchain-based system provides
redundancy and resilience against attacks. Its architecture ensures confidence that
information contained in the system can’t be tampered with.
• Blockchain ensures that assets can be traceable from their origin through to their eventual
retirement.
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How does Blockchain work?

Source: PwC, “A Look at Blockchain Technology”

Note: Transaction here does not refer to carbon market transactions, but blockchain transactions. Each transaction refers to data additions on the blockchain.
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Objectives of the Meta-Registry Simulation
Goals
• Explore how the Climate
Warehouse meta-registry
concept can track Mitigation
Outcomes and avoid double
counting
• Through learning-by-doing,
test the utility of blockchain as
the underpinning technology
for the Climate Warehouse
meta-registry

Co-Innovating
• Utilizing the simulation as a
backdrop, identify potential
prerequisites and
requirements for designing
future climate market
integrations to support the
implementation of Paris
Agreement Article 6.2
objectives
• Jointly explore the modalities
for connecting heterogeneous
registry and database
systems from different
countries and institutions

Co-Learning
• Identify options to prepare incountry/national/institutional
climate markets infrastructure
to deliver on the
commitments under the Paris
Agreement
• Identify options for
connecting systems and
surfacing public information
on Mitigation Outcomes

• Share knowledge and insights
to better understand the
potential of blockchain
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Climate Warehouse Network
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User Interface
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Simulation Results
• The meta-registry provides a simple way to integrate disparate systems together: one
integration, multiple connections

• Even though tracking of changes made to data was not a functionality of the user
interface, each change to a piece of data is auditable
• Participant control over the level of information they want to make public and share

• Connection via Excel upload was very simple
• Setting up and connecting blockchain nodes did not pose any major problems, however
the innerworkings of integrating a local system to the node and utilizing smart contracts
can be complicated for technologists with little blockchain experience

• We received terrific feedback from participants on considerations for an operational
system and the accompanying governance and legal work that would be needed

Overall, participants agree that the Warehouse meta-registry would increase trust and
transparency and stimulate actions
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Potential Next Steps
• The World Bank plans to expand testing to additional partners to gain further
experience and learning
• Continuing negotiations on Article 6 mean that focused piloting efforts are more
important than ever
• The World Bank is well-placed to demonstrate innovative solutions to address key
challenges and build client capacities through collaborative pilots
• Moving forward, the World Bank will continue to facilitate regular exchange with
governments, non-governmental standard-setting organizations, the private
sector and other expert groups to explore opportunities to leverage emerging
technologies for post-2020 climate markets
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Piloting Climate Markets
Creating Mitigation Outcomes

The World Bank is piloting the generation of mitigation
outcomes from its own portfolio

Methodology
Internationally peerreviewed
methodologies
applied and adapted
as necessary to
account for NDCs

MRV

Quality

Institutions

Standardized and
scalable MRV
framework
established for the
project or sector
using new
technologies

Independent third
party assessment
using the Mitigation
Action Assessment
Protocol with the
Association of
Independent Entities

Institutional
approval processes
and documents for
participation in
climate markets
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Ongoing Engagements
• Bangladesh: National level programs and engagement with Infrastructure Development
Company
• Livestock and Dairy Development Project
• Rural Electrification and Renewable Energy Development II (RERED II) Project
• Scaling Up Renewable Energy Project (SREP)

• India: Standardizing and automating MRV system for scaling up at the national level
• Grid-Connected Rooftop Solar Program

• Kenya: Working with the national power generation utility, KenGen
• Olkaria II, IV, V Geothermal Project

• Chile: Working with the Ministry of Energy on MOs from a range of energy programs
• Bhutan: National level aggregation of mitigation outcomes
• Bhutan Climate Fund
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Example: Standardized MRV for Solar Projects
• Conducting MRV at the sector level can reduce MRV costs.
• Provision of a common meter specifications or a minimum technical requirements for both
brownfield and greenfield reduces transaction costs for solar projects that seek to
participate in climate markets

Solar Project A

Solar Project B
Other solar parks
may replicate

National Level
MRV Framework

Project developers
opt in for
inclusion in
respective PDD

Generated MOs
verified and
reflected in
registries

Common meter
specifications or
minimum technical
requirements

The generation data
from solar plants may
be communicated to a
single platform

The opt-in clause may
outline MRV and
communication protocol
requirements

Enabling robust MRV and reducing transaction costs through standardized
specifications offers opportunities for scale-up and replication
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Mitigation Action Assessment Protocol
MAAP was initiated in 2014 under the Swiss supported Networked Carbon Markets
initiative. Its goal is to create the framework for objective 3rd Party assessment.
Mitigation Action
Program
Definition &
Scope

Objectives &
Targets
Planning

Document
control, Records
Emissions
Reduction
Monitoring &
Reporting

Management Entity

Management
Framework

Financial Structure

Development
Benefits

Financial
Coherence

Sustainable
Development
Objectives &
Targets

Financial
Stakeholders

Planning &
Participation

Monitoring of
Financial Flows

Monitoring of
Development
Benefits

Financial &
Investment
CC Program
Management
CC Infrastructure
at the Program
Level
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Building International Transfer Readiness (ITR)
International Transfer
Readiness
MO Alignment
with NDCs
Environmental
Integrity
Double Counting
Prevention

• ITR module developed and peer-reviewed to assess
readiness for Article 6 at country level
• Assessment areas: Alignment with NDCs, transparency,
environmental integrity, and avoidance of doublecounting

• Independent Assessment Manual and Code of
Conduct with Designated Operational Entities and
Independent Entities Association (DIA) based on
MAAP applied at program level

Transparency
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Piloting Climate Markets
Enabling Environment

Enabling Environment
• Technical Expert Group
• 15 members representing experts and academia nominated by the MDB Working Group on
Article 6
• Serve as a platform for exchanging views between key stakeholders to foster a shared
understanding of key regulatory and operational issues
• Provide expert review on project documents and methodologies that will be developed for
the identified Article 6 pilot projects

• Deep Dive Sessions and Approach Papers
• Intended to define the key issues under negotiation and options being discussed and
arrive at a common understanding among different Bank teams (Markets and Innovation
and Funds Management)
• Discuss practical examples and develop notes on the following topics:
• Environmental integrity and baseline setting, Corresponding adjustments, Country processes and
institutional arrangements, Inside/outside NDC, Single/multiple year targets, Metric of Article 6.2
units, NDC and inventory Accounting
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Stakeholder Engagement and Advisory Group
Governments
• Thought leaders on climate
markets
• World Bank Group client countries
MDBs
• Areas of common
understanding
• Joint piloting of
climate markets

Stakeholder
Engagement

General Outreach
• Innovate4Climate,
Regional Carbon Forums

Private Sector
• Advisory Group for
Article 6
• IETA

Advisory Group on Article 6
Membership
• 18 private sector members
convened by IETA
• Partner donor governments
• Project host country
governments and implementing
entities
Objective
• Identify key barriers and risk for
scale-up of mitigation action and
advise on product development
• Provide feedback on proposed
policy, modalities, procedures
and template/ standard
documents
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Climate Market Alliance or Club
A group of national governments could voluntarily agree on modalities for piloting
transfer and use of mitigation outcomes
Principles

Use of markets to increase ambition, ensure environmental integrity
and commitment to follow Paris Rulebook. Other principles would be
consultatively developed

Primary Members

National
Government
1

Non-Primary Members
Information System
Secretariat

Private Sector

National
Government
2
Public Sector

National
Government
3
Sub-national
entities

National
Government
4
Other entities

Climate Warehouse
World Bank & Other MDBs
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Events Planned at COP25
• Article 6 event (with ADB, AfDB, and EBRD) at MDB Pavilion on
December 6
• “Climate Financing of Energy Systems: Enabling an International
Carbon Market” at the Chile Pavilion Auditorium on December 10 with
a presentation on the successful simulation of the Climate Warehouse
• Announcement on the Partnership for Market Implementation at the
UK Pavilion on December 10
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